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,is study focuses on the examination of the effect of cutting parameters on surface roughness when drilling medium-density
fiberboard (MDF) with a parallel robot. Taguchi technique was applied to find the optimum drilling parameters and, later, the
drilling processing. Experimental layout was established using the Taguchi L18 orthogonal array, and experimental data were
examined via a statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA). Experimental results were performed by multiple regression analysis
(linear and quadratic). Correlation coefficient (R2) was found 99.46% for surface roughness with the quadratic regression model.
By the Taguchi analysis, the optimum values for the surface roughness were found to be a point angle of 118°, a cutting speed of
47.1m/min, and a feed rate of 0.01mm/rev. ,e optimization outcomes presented that the Taguchi technique had been suc-
cessfully performed to decide the optimal surface roughness of the MDF in the drilling.

1. Introduction

Medium-density fiberboard (MDF) consists of wood fibres
and a synthetic binder. Diverse machining processes such as
drilling, milling, and turning are applied to obtain the re-
quired size and form of the MDF [1–4]. ,e most common
technique for examining machining efficiency is based on the
surface finishing and covers visual evaluation of surface
quality measurement [5, 6]. Nowadays, especially, algorithms
based on experimental design are used to optimize various
engineering problems [7, 8]. ,e Taguchi method is an
empirical design procedure that greatly reduces the number of
experiments using orthogonal arrays and, at the same time,
tries to minimize the effects of uncontrollable factors. Op-
timum process parameters are obtained by a signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio and analysis of variance (ANOVA) [9–12]. Gai-
tonde [11] researched the impact of cutting parameters on
multiple performance characteristics throughout drilling of
the MDF material via the Taguchi method. Both, the feed rate
and cutting speed were found to be significant drilling pa-
rameters to control delamination using ANOVA.

Palanikumar [13] examined the delamination of the MDF
board using orthogonal array, S/N, and ANOVA. ,e results
showed that the feed rate was the main factor affecting the
delamination of the MDF board throughout the drilling
process. ,e authors recommended high spindle speed, low
feed rate, and low drill diameter when drilling the MDF
boards. Prakash et al. [14] examined the Taguchi method and
response surface methodology (RSM) for surface roughness
analysis in drilling of medium-density fiberboard panels.
Experimental results showed that the most important drilling
parameter for surface roughness is feed rate and then cutting
speed. Prakash et al. [15] studied the estimation of surface
roughness in machining of the MDF material by drilling
parameters such as spindle speed, feed rate, and drill diameter
using the Taguchi method. Palanikumar and Valarmathi [16]
used the Taguchi method, RSM, and ANOVA to estimate the
effect of machining parameters on thrust force in drilling of
MDF materials. Szwajka et al. [17] examined the influence of
the coating type on thrust force, cutting torque, cutting tool
temperature, and surface roughness of the hole on the drill
cutting blades in drilling MDF panels. ,e researchers
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analyzed the results of the experiments statistically via a
multifactor analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Many papers have been published on optimization of
cutting parameters and estimation of shear forces, surface
roughness, and damage factor in machining metals [11 and
12] and composites [18–20]. Köklü et al. [18], drilling
performance of functionally graded composite (FGC),
depending on delamination, thrust force, and vibration,
investigated experimentally by using different cutting pa-
rameters, which are feed rate, spindle speed, and material
directions (carbon/epoxy and glass/epoxy). ,ey used the
Taguchi method, ANOVA, and ANN to optimize param-
eters. Sur and Erkan [19] drilled carbon fibre reinforced
plastic (CFRP) composite plates with standard geometry
drill bits with different point angles using different cutting
parameters and optimized the hole damages with the
Taguchi method. Ay et al. [20] examined the drillability
performance of the carbon fibre reinforced polymeric
composite material using different shear parameters under
dry and cryogenic conditions.,ey used the Gray relational
analysis method to determine optimum drilling conditions.
In machining, vibrations occur due to changes in pa-
rameters such as cutting speed, feed rate, and depth cut
applied to the workpiece. Nonlinear interaction between
the tool and workpiece leads to the formation of chip
formation and consequently to irregularities on the
workpiece surface and directly affects the surface roughness
quality [21]. Many properties of the MDF have been in-
vestigated in numerous studies in the past, but no work has
been done on drilling with a parallel robot. ,e paper
combines the Taguchi method and multiple regressions to
optimize process parameters in MDF drilling for mini-
mizing surface roughness. Nonetheless, this study was
inspired by very limited or no work on the application of
the Taguchi method and multiple regressions in this field.
For this reason, this work aims to implement a Taguchi L18
orthogonal array to make changes as follows: (1) a sys-
tematic research of the impact of drilling parameters such
as point angle, cutting speed, and feed rate on the MDF
surface roughness; (2) optimize these process variables
considered to find the lowest drilling surface roughness.

2. Materials and Methods

,e experiments were realized on a parallel robot with a
0.75 kW motor spindle and a maximum spindle speed of
24,000 rpm [22]. A MDF material with thickness of 8mm
was used as the test sample. ,e MDF is supplied and
produced by Turkey. ,e MDF is commercially convenient
and is operated for producing panel doors, flush doors,
tables, cabinets, etc. Mechanical and physical properties of
the MDF material are demonstrated in Table 1.

,e experiments realized in MDF materials using HSS
(high-speed steel) drills with 5mm of diameter and point
angles of 118° and 135°. ,e MDF material in the form of
50× 50× 8mm was used as the workpiece. ,e experimental
setup is shown in Figure 1.

,e surface roughness was measured with the Mahr
Marsurf PS 10. ,e surface roughness (Ra) value was

assigned as the mean of three measurements taken from the
drilled surfaces. ,e drilling tests were implemented at three
different cutting speeds (15.7, 31.4, and 47.1m/min), three
feed rates (0.01, 0.03, and 0.05mm/rev), and two point
angles (118° and 135°).

3. Experimental Design

3.1. Taguchi Method. ,e Taguchi method improved by
Taguchi has been used in engineering analysis to optimize
performance characteristics by adjusting design parameters
[9]. Also, the Taguchi method offers a simple and effective
systematic approach to optimize designs in terms of quality,
performance, and cost. By using the Taguchi method based
on orthogonal arrays, time and cost can be reduced. Taguchi
recommends using signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio (η) to de-
termine the quality characteristics applied to engineering
design problems. ,ere are generally three types of quality
characteristics; the lower the better, the nominal the best,
and the higher the better [23]. In this work, the lower the
better quality characteristic was used to minimize surface
roughness:
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where n is the number of data of the experiment and yi is the
measured data at the ith experiment [24]. In addition to the
signal-to-noise ratio, a statistical analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was employed to demonstrate the impact of
process parameters on surface roughness. Drilling param-
eters and their levels considered in this work are demon-
strated in Table 2. ,e empirical layout for the three cutting
parameters via full factorial design by orthogonal array of
Taguchi L18 (21 × 32) is demonstrated in Table 3.

3.2. Multiple Regression Method. Regression analysis pro-
posed by Galton examines the statistical relationship be-
tween one or more independent variables and dependent
variables [25]. In addition, multiple regressions are a col-
lection of mathematical and statistical techniques beneficial
for modeling and analyzing problems in which the response
of interest is affected by several variables [26]. In this study,
the empirical data was used to construct a linear and
quadratic model by the regression method.,e independent
variables were point angle (α), cutting speed (V), and feed
rate (f ), whereas the dependent variable was surface
roughness (Ra). Multiple regression analysis was operated to
obtain the predict equation (the linear and quadratic model)
for Ra, as seen in equations (2) and (3), respectively [27]:

Table 1: Mechanical and physical properties of the MDF material.

Properties Value
Tensile strength 0.8MPa
Modulus of rupture 28MPa
Elasticity modulus 2800MPa
Humidity 5–8%
Density 600–900 kg/m3
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yl � β0 + β1α + β2V + β3f, (2)

yq � β0 + β1V + β2f + β3α + β4V
2

+ β5f
2

+ β6α
2

+ β7V f + β8V α + β9f α,
(3)

where β0, β1, . . ., β9 are coefficients used to predict in the
multiple regression. ,e experimental design and statistical
analysis were applied by Minitab 18 software.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Analysis of the S/N Ratio. ,e S/N ratios were calculated
using equation (1) for each of the 18 trials, and the values are
presented in Table 4 along with their experimentally mea-
sured values. Valarmathi et al. [28] reported that when
drilling MDF panels with drills with different point angles,
the surface roughness value decreases by selecting the low tip
angle, low feed rate, and high cutting speed. Similarly, when
Table 4 is studied, it can be seen that the drill bits using a
point angle of 118° generally exhibited lower surface
roughness values than the drill bits using a point angle of
135°. ,e results demonstrate that the surface roughness
increases with the increase of feed rate, whereas the increase
of cutting speed reduces the surface roughness.

,e average value of the surface roughness was found to
be 3.759 μm at the end of the drilling tests.,e same, average
value of S/N ratio for surface roughness was found to be
−11.2392 dB. Analysis of the effect of each control factor (Ct,
V, and f) on the surface roughness has been implemented
with the S/N ratio response table in Table 5. ,e level values
of control factors for Ra depicted in Table 5 are demon-
strated in graph forms in Figure 2.,ese figures demonstrate
the level to be chosen for the optimum drilling parameters
(the level with the highest point on the graphs) and, at the
same time, the relative influence each parameter has on the
S/N ratio.,e best surface roughness values were specified as
factor A1 (S/N� −10.321), factor B3 (S/N� −9.900), and
factor C1 (S/N� −9.289). ,e optimal values for the surface
roughness assigned for the point angle, cutting speed, and
feed rate were 118°, 47.1m/min, and 0.01mm/rev, respec-
tively (Figure 2). As seen in the S/N ratio impact graphs, the

Drill bit

Workpiece

Clamp

Parallel robot

Figure 1: ,e experimental setup.

Table 2: Drilling parameters and their levels.

Parameters Symbol Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Point angle A 118 135 —
Cutting speed (m/min) B 15.7 31.4 47.1
Feed rate (mm/rev) C 0.01 0.03 0.05

Table 3: Full factorial design with orthogonal array of Taguchi L18
(21 × 32).

Experiment no. Factor A Factor B Factor C
1 1 1 1
2 1 1 2
3 1 1 3
4 1 2 1
5 1 2 2
6 1 2 3
7 1 3 1
8 1 3 2
9 1 3 3
10 2 1 1
11 2 1 2
12 2 1 3
13 2 2 1
14 2 2 2
15 2 2 3
16 2 3 1
17 2 3 2
18 2 3 3
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feed rate is demonstrated to have a potent influence on
surface roughness and its S/N ratios.

4.2.Analysis ofVariance. ,e analysis of variance (ANOVA)
is used to determine the effects of design parameters on
performance characteristics. In this work, the application of
ANOVA, the percent contribution ratio (PCR) of surface
roughness is investigated, and the ANOVA conclusions for
surface roughness are demonstrated in Table 6. ,is analysis
was performed at a 5% (P< 0.05) significance level and a
95% confidence level to identify the drilling parameters that
affect the surface roughness. For the control factors to be
statistically significant on the output, the P value should be
less than 0.05, and the control factor with the highest F value
is considered to be the most effective factor [29]. When
Table 6 is examined, the PCR of the A, B, and C factors on
the surface roughness reached to be 16.89%, 30.99%, and
50.18%, respectively. ,e feed rate (factor C, 50.18%) was
determined as the most significant factor affecting surface
roughness.

4.3.MultipleRegressionAnalysis of SurfaceRoughness. In this
study, multiple regression analysis for both linear and
quadratic regression models was used for the purpose of

estimating surface roughness (Ra) under the effect of pa-
rameters such as point angle (α), cutting speed (V), and feed
rate (f ). ,e linear regression model equation obtained for
surface roughness is given below:

Ral � −1.820 + 0.04445α − 0.03949V + 39.88f. (4)

,e comparison of empirical and estimated values
obtained with the linear regression model is specified in
Figure 3. R2 value of the equation obtained by the linear
regression model for Ra was found to be 97.37%. ,e
quadratic regression model equation obtained for surface
roughness is given below:

Raq � − 2.96 − 0.0344V + 62.3f + 0.05413α + 0.000653V
2

+ 28f
2

− 0.502V f − 0.000245Vα – 0.066fα.

(5)
,e comparison of empirical and estimated values ob-

tained with the quadratic regression model is specified in
Figure 4.,eR2 value of the equation obtained by the quadratic
regression model for Ra was reached to be 99.46%. As a result,
the quadratic regression model gave better results than the
linear regression model and proved to be successful in pre-
dicting surface roughness.

4.4. Optimization of Surface Roughness. Optimized param-
eters must be verified to estimate optimal surface roughness
[29]. For this purpose, a confirmation experiment by using
the Taguchi optimization technique was performed. Equa-
tion (6) was used in order to find the optimum surface
roughness [30]:

Raopt � A1 − TRa(  + B3 − TRa(  + C1 − TRa(  + TRa, (6)

where (A1, B3, andC1) show the optimal-level mean values of
surface roughness (Raopt) in Table 2 and TRa declares the

Table 4: ,e results of experiments and S/N ratio values.

Experiment no.
Control factors

Surface roughness, Ra (μm) S/N ratio for Ra (dB)A B C
Point angle (α) Cutting speed (V) Feed rate (f)

1 118 15.7 0.01 3.08 −-9.7710
2 118 15.7 0.03 4.072 −12.1962
3 118 15.7 0.05 4.862 −13.7363
4 118 31.4 0.01 2.479 −7.8855
5 118 31.4 0.03 3.269 −10.2883
6 118 31.4 0.05 4.186 −12.436
7 118 47.1 0.01 2.122 −6.5349
8 118 47.1 0.03 2.883 −9.1968
9 118 47.1 0.05 3.486 −10.8465
10 135 15.7 0.01 3.837 −11.6798
11 135 15.7 0.03 4.886 −13.7791
12 135 15.7 0.05 5.864 −15.3639
13 135 31.4 0.01 3.249 −10.235
14 135 31.4 0.03 3.975 −11.9867
15 135 31.4 0.05 4.758 −13.5485
16 135 47.1 0.01 3.029 −9.6259
17 135 47.1 0.03 3.43 −10.7059
18 135 47.1 0.05 4.212 −12.4898

Table 5: ,e S/N response table for Ra factor.

Level
Control factors

Surface roughness (Ra)
A B C

Level 1 −10.321 −12.754 −9.289
Level 2 −12.157 −11.063 −11.359
Level 3 — −9.900 −13.070
Delta 1.836 2.854 3.781
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mean of whole of the surface roughness value obtained from
Table 7. According to these equations, the minimum surface
roughness can be found as 2.022 μm.

,e results of the confirmation experiment performed
with Table 7 are evaluated, taking into account the confi-
dence interval (CI) value calculated by equations (7) and (8)
[30]:

CIRa, a �

����������������

Fα,1,feVe

1
neff

+
1
R

 



, (7)

neff �
N

1 + Tdof
, (8)

where Tdof is the total main factor degrees of freedom, N is
the total number of experiments, neff is the effective number
of replications, R is the number of replications for confir-
mation experiments, Ve is error variance, fe is the degrees of
freedom of error, α is the significance level, Fα,1,fe is the F

ratio at a 95 percent CI. F0.05, 1, 12 � 4.747 (from F test table),
VeRa � 0.02466 (Table 6), R� 3, N� 18, Tdof � 5, and neff � 3.
,e confidence intervals were calculated as CIRa �±0.279.
,e mean optimal Ra (CI 95 percent) is given as follows:

Raopt − CIRa <Raexp < Raopt − CIRa  � (2.022 − 0.279)

< 2.122 <(2.022 + 0.279) � 1.743

< 2.122< 2.301.

(9)

,e empirical value of Raexp was within admissible CI
limits. As a result, the system for surface roughness was
successfully optimized by the Taguchi technique (P � 0.05).
Estimated values and confirmation test conclusions by
Taguchi technique and regression values are specified in
Table 8. ,e estimated values and empirical values are very
close to each other. When the confirmation test results are
studied, it can be said that the conclusions obtained are
sufficient and Taguchi optimization is successful.
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Figure 2: ,e effect of process parameters on average S/N ratio for Ra.

Table 6: Results of ANOVA for surface roughness.

Variance source Degree of freedom (DoF) Sum of squares (SS) PCR (%) Mean of squares (MS) F ratio P value
Ra
A 1 2.5696 16.89 2.56964 104.21 0.001
B 2 4.7151 30.99 2.35757 95.61 0.001
C 2 7.6358 50.18 3.81788 154.83 0.001
Error 12 0.2959 1.94 0.02466
Total 17 15.2165 100.00
Bold values show the most influential factor.
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Figure 3: Comparison of surface roughness between predicted and experimental values by the linear regression model.
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Figure 4: Comparison of surface roughness between predicted and experimental values by the quadratic regression model.

Table 7: ,e mean response table for Ra factor.

Level
Control factors

Surface roughness (Ra)
A B C

Level 1 3.382 4.433 2.966
Level 2 4.138 3.653 3.752
Level 3 — 3.194 4.561
Delta 0.756 1.240 1.595
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the MDF material is drilled via different
cutting parameters and drill bits. ,e experimental layout
was established according to the Taguchi L18 orthogonal
array.,e Taguchi technique is applied to obtain the optimal
drilling parameters and, later, the drilling and experimental
conclusions were examined via ANOVA.,e conclusions of
the experiment are given below:

(i) By using S/N, the optimal values for the surface
roughness assigned for the point angle, cutting
speed, and feed rate were 118°, 47.1m/min, and
0.01mm/rev, respectively (A1B3C1).

(ii) According to the variance analysis, the PCR of the
A, B, and C factors on the surface roughness were
found to be 16.89%, 30.99%, and 50.18%, respec-
tively. ,e feed rate (factor C, 50.18%) was deter-
mined as the most important factor affecting surface
roughness.

(iii) ,e R2 values of the equations attained via the
quadratic regression model for Ra was found to be
99.46%. As a result, the quadratic regression model
gave better results than the linear regression model
and proved to be successful in predicting surface
roughness.

,e optimization outcomes showed that the Taguchi
technique had been successfully performed to decide the
optimal surface roughness of the MDF material in the
drilling operation.

Data Availability

,e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request and
within the article.
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